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Abstract
We show an extension of Bayesian quantile regression models when the response variable is reported as a
proportion and spatial correlation is present. We are specially interested in the data of the last presidential
election in Brazil, which was decided by 2% of the valid votes, approximately. Current literature on the subject focuses only on the conditional mean of the proportion of votes and its association with other variables.
Being so, we use quantile regression models to show how some sociodemographic variables are associated with
different quantiles of the distribution of votes in this close election, while considering the spatial correlation
present in the data.
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1. Introduction
Quantile regression has become a effective method when one considers that the conditional distribution of
the response variable has more to offer than just the conditional mean. This is usually the case when the
data presents heteroskedasticity, for which quantile regression can estimate regression parameters for different
quantiles. A Bayesian version with a convenient Gibbs sampler of this model was proposed by Kozumi and
Kobayashi (2011). Following, Santos and Bolfarine (2014) extended this model to allow the response variable to vary only between zero and one, and also with the possibility of having a mass of points at zero or one.
Moreover, we are interested in Brazil‘s last presidential election. Brazil reelected its current president, Dilma
Rousseff, in 2014 and the election ended with a very small difference between the final two candidates. She
won this election by around 2% of the valid votes and the distribution of votes had, to some extent, some
spatial clusters, as one can see in Figure 1. Given this result, we decided to study this data in the light of a
Bayesian spatial quantile regression model.
This paper is organized as follows. We make a quick review of Bayesian spatial quantile regression models
in Section 2. We address Brazil’s election problem in Section 3, highlighting the main contributions we aim
with our work. We finish in Section 4 with our conclusions.
2. Bayesian spatial quantile regression model
When the response variable is defined as a proportion, i.e., being in the interval (0,1), Santos and Bolfarine
(2014) showed that a Bayesian quantile regression is suitable to explain its conditional quantiles. The authors
show that it is possible to consider the posterior inference consistent in this case. Although there is no need
to transform the response variable to estimate the Bayesian quantile regression for this type of data, it is
important to avoid considering densities with values outside the proper range (0,1) in the likelihood, thus
they suggest working with h(Y ) instead of Y , where h : (0, 1) → R.
In order to take into account the spatial correlation, Reich et al. (2011) and Lum and Gelfand (2012) proposed Bayesian spatial quantile regression models. The former paper considers spatially varying regression
coefficients, which are defined as a weighted sum of Bernstein basis polynomials, while the latter uses a

representation of the asymmetric Laplace distribution as location-scale mixture of normal and exponential
distributions.
Following Lum and Gelfand (2012), a Bayesian spatial quantile regression model through an asymmetric
Laplace process (ALP) can be defined as
Y (s) = xt (s)β(τ ) + τ (s)
p
τ (s) = ψ σξ(s)Z(s) + θξ(s)
Z(s) ∼ GP (0, ρZ (s, s0 ; λ)
where θ = (1 − 2τ )/(τ (1 − τ )) and ψ 2 = 2/(τ (1 − τ )); σ > 0 is a scale parameter; Z(s) is a Gaussian
process with zero mean and valid covariance function between two locations, for which we take a exponential correlation function with parameter λ; β(τ ) is the quantile regression coefficient for the τ th quantile.
For this alternative representation of the asymmetric Laplace distribution to be correct, we assume Z(s)
and ξ(s) to be independent. Due to computational difficulties, we consider the iid assumption for ξ(s), i.e.,
iid

ξ(s) ∼ Exp(σ). Marginally, we still continue with the errors τ (s) being distributed according to a asymmetric Laplace distribution with location parameter equal to zero, scale parameter σ and skewness parameter τ .
Due to the size of the dataset of interest, Brazil’s presidential election data with its more than 5000 cities,
the ALP is too computational demanding. Considering high dimensional cases like this, Lum and Gelfand
(2012) proposed an asymmetric Laplace predictive process (ALPP), which is related to Gaussian predictive
process models proposed by Banerjee et al. (2008). We make use of this method when we analyze our data
in the next section.
To complete our Bayesian specification we need to elicit our priors, but in the interest of conciseness we leave
it for a extended version of this manuscript. We make use of similar posterior distributions as in Lum and
Gelfand (2012).
3. Brazil’s presidential election data
The last presidential election in Brazil, which happened in 2014, will be remembered as one of the closest
decisions, as the incumbent president won it by 2%, approximately, with more than 100 million people voting.
As a result of a such close call, one could be interested in understanding what factors could be associated
with the win for one candidate or with the loss for the other. A similar exercise was done by Shikida et al.
(2009), where the authors looked at the data for the reelection of president Lula in 2006. However, their
article relies only on the conditional mean of the distribution of votes given other variables. Our work aims to
help this discussion by considering a more complete picture of this distribution, through the use of a Bayesian
spatial quantile regression model. We extend the results of Santos and Bolfarine (2014) to allow the response
variable to have a spatial correlation structure.
The data illustrated in Figure 1 shows the proportion of votes candidate Dilma Rousseff received in the second
round of voting, where there were only two candidates still competing to be the next president of Brazil. The
data is accessible at http://www.tse.jus.br/eleicoes/estatisticas/ repositorio-de-dados-eleitorais
and available for every city in the country. In order to understand what could have affected this election, we
selected for the explanatory variables: dummies for the five regions of Brazil, leaving the Southeast region
as the reference; human development index (HDI); income per capita (INCPC); growth of income per capita
between 2000 and 2010 (G INCPC); ratio of Gini index between 2000 and 2010; proportion of people older
than 18 years old, who are economically active in the population of the city (EAP); proportion of families
who receive help from a Conditional Cash Transfer program called Bolsa Famı́lia (P BF); average value
that each family receives from Bolsa Famı́lia (Val BF). The data of the explanatory variables is available at
http://www.atlasbrasil.org.br/ 2013/en/download/.

Figure 1: Distribution of votes for reelected president Dilma Rousseff, in percentage of total votes
for each city of Brazil.
The main result of our work is to show how quantile regression is advantageous when dealing with this type
of data, while adjusting for spatial correlation. We are able to infer that for several variables the parameter
coefficient is not constant over different quantiles, which could not be verified by looking just at the conditional mean. For example, although the coefficient is always positive for P BF, the magnitude of this effect
is higher for smaller quantiles. In a interesting manner, the estimates for the South Region are positive for
τ < 0.5 and negative for τ > 0.8. Also, the estimates for HDI are only significant and positive for τ < 0.4.
Furthermore, the estimates for EAP are significant and negative for τ > 0.7.
4. Conclusions
Proportion data is often produced in different applications and the usual regression model, where the analysis
relies on the conditional mean, which is examined through a linear predictor, for instance, may not be enough
the explain all the information contained in the data. Given such scenarios, quantile regression models are
suited to look further in the conditional distribution, namely, in its different quantiles. Santos and Bolfarine
(2014) showed that the Bayesian framework, with the asymmetric Laplace assumption, is appropriate to
study the conditional quantiles of a response variable presented in the interval (0,1). In this paper, we extend
their work in order to allow spatial correlation in the analysis of the conditional quantiles. We illustrated the
method with data from the last presidential election in Brazil, where the winner was decided by a very small
margin. Using quantile regression, we were able to identify interesting results, that could not be reached
using a generalized linear model, for example. In this way, we suggest that our model should always be
considered in the analysis of proportion data with spatial correlation to get a more complete picture of the
its conditional distribution. Moving forward, as a future step we intend to include variable selection methods
for these models.
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